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Previous work [3, 4, 51 on solvability theorems for linear equations over 
cones and cones with interior is continued. Applications to matrix theory 
include a theorem of Bellman and Fan [2], and generalizations of Lyapunov 
theorem. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with linear equations over cones in finite dimensional 
spaces, and their applications to Hermitian matrices. It consists of four 
sections. 
Section 0 collects the preliminaries on cones, polars and adjoints. 
Section 1 is a survey of solvability theorems for the following systems: 
(i) Ax = b, XES (Theorem 1.1) 
(ii) Ax = b, x E int S (Theorem 1.3) 
(iii) Ax E int S, , x E int Sa (Corollary 1.4) 
(iv) Ax = 0, 0 + x E S (Corollary 1.5) 
(v) Ax = 0, x E int S (Corollary 1.6) 
where A E CmXn, b E Cm and S, S, , S, are suitable cones. In particular, the 
polyhedrality assumption common to previous theorems of alternative (e.g. 
[4] and the references therein) is relaxed in Corollaries 1.5 and 1.6. 
Applications of these solvability theorems to matrix theory constitute the 
rest of the paper. The idea of using matrix cones to prove inertia and solva- 
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bility theorems for matrices is not new, e.g. Schneider [13], Taussky [18] and 
Bellman and Fan [2]. That this is a very natural and useful idea is demon- 
strated by the ease with which matrix theorems are proved and extended here. 
Section 2 uses Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 to prove the solvability theorem for 
Hermitian matrices of Bellman and Fan [2], which is a basis for a theory of 
linear inequalities and programming for Hermitian matrices. The proof here 
seems simpler than the original proof, and allows weaker assumptions. 
Lyapunov theorem [l] and its various relatives and generalizations, e.g. 
[9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 171, are characterizations of solvability for the system (iii) 
where A is a suitable operator, S, is the cone of positive semidefinite matrices, 
and S, = S, or is the real space of Hermitian matrices. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 
in Section 3 are representative of this class of theorems, covered by the solva- 
bility theory of Section 1. Theorem 3.2 cannot be improved in the sense 
shown in Example 3.3. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
The notation of [3] will be adherred to in this paper. 
0.1. DEFINITIONS. (a) A nonempty set S in Cn is: 
(i) a cone if 0 < X * XS C S 
(ii) a convex cone if (i) and S + S C S 
(iii) a pointed cone if (i) and S n (- S) = (0). 
(b) The polar S* of a nonempty set S C Cn is 
S* = {y E Cn : x E S D Re(y, X) 2 O}. 
S* is a closed convex cone and is the polar of the closed convex conical hull 
of S, i.e. of the smallest closed convex cone containing S. For other properties 
of polars see [3]. 
(c) The interior of S*, int S*, is given (algebraically) by: 
int S* = {y E S* : 0 # x E S 3 Re(y, x) > O}. 
For a closed convex cone S, int S* is nonempty iff S is pointed, [4]. 
S = S** iff S is a closed convex cone, [3] Theorem 1.5. For a closed convex 
cone S, the interior of S, int S, is therefore 
int S = {X E S : 0 # y E S* =z- Re(y, x) > 0} 
and int S # $ iff S* is pointed. 
For polars of Cartesian products the following lemma is easily proved. 
409/33/3-z 
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0.2. LEMMA. Let S, C 0(j) be nonempty sets, j = l,..., k, and 
s = s, x s, x . . . x Sk c cznw 
Then 
(a) S* = S,* X Sa* x .*a x Sk* 
(b) int S* = int S,* x int Sa* x .a. x int Sk*. cl 
The reader may now proceed directly to Sec. 1. The applications to matrix 
theory given in Sections 2 and 3 require some additional preliminaries. For 
the inner product ( , ) in the above definitions, we use in C”X” 
(X, Y) = tr XYK (1) 
Let V denote the real space of n x n Hermitian matrices. The inner product 
(1) reduces on V x V to 
(X, Y) = tr XY (2) 
and is real valued. 
0.3. EXAMPLES. We mention some cones in V, for later use. 
(a) V is a (nonpointed) closed convex cone, and V* = {O}. 
(b) The set PSD of positive semidefinite matrices is a pointed closed con- 
vex cone. PSD is self-polar with respect to the inner product (2); i.e. 
(PSD)” = PSD, e.g. ([5] Lemma 1). 
The set PD of positive definite matrices is the interior of PSD 
PD = int PSD, e.g. ([5] Lemma 2). 
The cone PSD induces the following partial order in V: 
X>Y iff X- YEPSD. (3) 
(c) The ray RI of nonnegative multiples of the identity matrix 
RI={kI:k >O} 
is a closed convex cone with empty interior. Its polar (RI)* is the (nonpointed) 
closed convex cone of all matrices in V with nonnegative trace 
(RI)*=(XEV:trX>O}. 
0.4. DEFINITION. The adjoint T* of a linear operator T : Cn*” + Cnxn 
is defined by 
(TX, Y) = (X, T*Y) for all X, Y E 0X”. (4) 
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It should be clear from the context whether a * denotes the polar of a set, 
or the adjoint of an operator. 
The operators used below are of the form 
TX = i AjXBj 
3=1 
where A, , Bj E CnXn, (j = l,..., k). (5) 
The adjoint of this operator is given in terms of the conjugate transposes 
AB, BjH of the matrices A, , Bj (j = l,..., A): 
0.5. LEMMA 
T*Y = i AfHYBjH. 
j=l 
Proof. For any X, Y E C”X” 
(TX, Y) = tr i AjXB,YH 
[ j=l 1 
= tr f XBjYHAj 
F i=l 1 
= . cl 
1. LINEAR EQUATIONS OVER CONES 
The basic solvability theorem for linear equations over cones is the follow- 
ing generalization of Farkas theorem: 
1.1. THJJORRM ([3] Theorem 2.4). Let A E CmXn, b E Cm and S a closed 
convex cone in Cm, and let N(A) + S be closed. Then the following are equiv- 
alent : 
(a) The system 
Ax=b, XES (6) 
is consistent. 
(b) AHy E S* * Re(b, y) > 0. ci 
The closedness of N(A) + S is essential for Theorem 1.1 (for otherwise 
part (b) only characterizes asymptotic consistency, e.g. [3] Theorem 2.2). 
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A sufficient condition for N(A) + S to be closed is that S be polyhedral, i.e. 
generated by finitely many vectors, ([3] S ec. 3). Another sufficient condition 
can be obtained from: 
1.2. LEMMA. Let L be a subspace and S a closed convex cone in C’” such that 
the intersection 
M=LnS 
is a subspace of Cn. Then L + S is closed. 
Proof .I 
(a) The lemma is proved first for the special case M = (0). 
Let t = lim k+m(Zk + sk) where {Zk> CL, {sk} C S. We have to show that 
t EL + S. This is obvious if both sequences {ZJ, (sk} are bounded. The case 
of unbounded {Zk} or s { k} is impossible for then the sequences 
in L and S respectively, are bounded and contain convergent subsequences 
U,Q-+UEL, V,,-+VES 
where at least one of the vectors u, v is nonzero. Now 
’ + ’ = 22 max{]l uktll , 1) ok ]I> = O 
.*. 0 # - u = v EL n S = {0}, a contradiction. 
(b) The general case is reduced to the case (a). Let L n S = M. 
(i) We show now that 
S=M+SnM’- 
MfSnM~CS:obvious 
SCM+SnMl: Let SES: Then s=x+y, XEM, ~EM~. 
Since - x E MC S it follows that 
y=s-XES 
. . s=x+y, XEM, y~SnMl. 
(7) 
1 This elementary proof, suggested by A. Charnes and A. Lent, is given for com- 
pleteness. The lemma is a special case of [6], p. 78, exercise 10. 
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(ii) From (7) and MC L it follows that 
L+S=L+SnM1. 
Now S n M’- is a closed convex cone, and 
Ln(SnMA)=(LnS)nM1=MnM1={O}. 
Therefore L + S is closed by part (a). cl 
The basic solvability theorem for linear equations with solutions in the 
interior of a cone is the following special case of Mazur’s theorem, or the 
geometrical form of Hahn-Banach theorem e.g. ([6] p. 69) or ([12] p. 46). 
1.3. THEOREM. Let A E CmXn, b E Cm and let S be a closed convex cone 
in C” with nonempty interior. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) The system 
Ax=b, x E int S (8) 
is consistent 
(b) b E R(A) and 0 # AHy E S* =r Re(b, y) > 0. 0 
A useful corollary of Theorem 1.3 is: 
1.4. COROLLARY. Let T E C”X”, and let S, and 23, be closed convex cones 
with nonempty interiors in Cm and C” respectively. Then the following are equiv- 
alent: 
(a) The system 
is consistent. 
TX E int S, , x E int Sa (9) 
(b) -YE&*, THy~S,**y=O. 
Proof. The system (9) is rewritten as: 
(T, - I) (z) = 0, (z) E int S, x int S, 
by Lemma 0.2. 
= int(S, x S,) WV 
By Theorem 1.3, the system (10) is consistent iff 
0 E W”, - 4) 
and 
(11) 
(12) 0 # ,( yI) y E (S, x S,)* + Re(0, y) > 0. 
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Now (11) is trivially satisfied, and the conclusion of the implication (12) is 
impossible. Therefore (10) is consistent iff 
is inconsistent. Using Lemma 0.2 this is equivalent to: 
T”y E &“, -yE&*=s-y=o. q 
For A E C”xn and a closed convex cone 5’ C (7% it is natural to ask when 
does the system 
Ax=O, XGS 
possess nontrivial solutions. 
Nontritiul here means nonzero or even that a solution lies in the (relative) 
interior of some face of S. The existence of nontrivial solutions is studied in 
theorems of alternative, each listing two systems such as 
(I) Ax = 0, x nontrivial vector in S 
(II) AHy nontrivial vector in S* 
exactly one of which is consistent. The theorems of alternative given in [4] 
and in the references therein are restricted to polyhedral cones. 
The two theorems of alternative that follow are valid for general closed 
convex cones. This relaxation of the polyhedral&y assumption is useful, e.g. 
in matrix applications where the nonpolyhedral cone of positive semidefinite 
matrices is used. 
1.5. COROLLARY. Let A E Cmx” and S be a pointed closed convex cone in 
(2%. Then exactly one of the following systems is consistent. 
(I) Ax=O, O#XES 
(II) AHy E int S*. 
Proof. The system (II) can be rewritten as 
(II’) AHy E int S*, y E int Cm. 
The consistency of (II’) is equivalent, by Corollary 1.4, to 
- x E s, Ax E (Cm)* = {0} G- x = 0 
which completes the proof. q 
In the real case, for S = R+” = S* C orollary 1.5 reduces to the classical 
transposition theorem of Gordan [8]. 
A similar generalization of Stiemke’s transposition theorem [15] is: 
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1.6. COROLLARY ([5], Theorem 3). Let A E CmXn and S be a closed conwex 
cone in C” with nonempty interior. Then exactly one of the following systems is 
consistent: 
(I) Ax = 0, x E int S 
(II) 0 f AHy E s*. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 1.3 by taking b = 0. q 
2. A THEOREM OF BELLMAN AND FANS 
As a corollary of the solvability theorems of Sec. 1 we get the well-known 
theorem of Bellman and Fan ([2] Theorem 1) on linear inequalities in Hermi- 
tian matrices. 
2.1. THEOREM (Bellman and Fan). Assumptions 
(a) Let Ai E CnX” be arbitrary, let Bd , Ci E C”x” be Hermitian, (i = l,..., p; 
j = l,..., q) and let c be a real number. 
(b) There exist positive definite Hermitian matrices Yi (i = 1 ,..., p) satis- 
fring 
i (YiAij + A;Y,) + Ci = 0, 
i=l 
Conclusion 
The following are equivalent. 
(a) The system 
i (AajXj + XjAg) 3 Bi 3 
j=l 
tr 2 CjXj 3 c 
j=l 
Xj = XjH, 
is consistent. 
(j = l,..., q). (13) 
(i = l,..., p),” 
(j = l,..., 4) 
(14) 
(b) For any m Hermitian matrices Di > 0 3 and any number d > 0 the 
relations 
i (DiAij + AZDJ + dC, = 0, 
i-l 
(j = l,..., q) (15) 
a This section benefitted from discussions with 0. Taussky. 
* Here > is in the sense of (3), Sec. 0. 
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tr i DiBi + dc < 0. 
i=l 
(16) 
Proof. For notational convenience, the proof is given in the case 
p = q = 1, where the indices of the matrices are omitted. The proof of the 
general case is similar. 
For any L E CnxW the (Lyapunov) operator TL : V-t V is 
TLX = LX + XLH. 
The adjoint TL* of TL is by Lemma 0.5 
(17) 
T,*Y = TL,Y 
= LHY + YL. (18) 
For p = q = 1 the system (14) can be rewritten, by using (17) and the 
notations of Sec. 0, as: 
E V x PSD x (RI)* E S. 
(1% 
If N(T) + S is closed (for T and S defined by (19)) then the consistency of 
(19) is equivalent by Theorem 1.1 and examples 0.3(a), (b), (c) to: 
ES” = (0) x PSD x RI (20) 
implies 
tr(-D)B+(-d)c>O. (21) 
For p = q = 1, (18) shows that (20) and (21) are equivalent to (15) and 
(16) respectively. 
To complete the proof it therefore suffices to show that N(T) + S is closed 
for which a sufficient conditon is, by Lemma 1.2, that N(T) n S is a subspace. 
Indeed, the latter assertion follows from assumption (b), which for p = q = 1 
states that the system 
T,*Y = - C, Y E int PSD (22) 
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is consistent, and by Theorem 1.3 is equivalent to 
O#T,XEPSD*~~CX<O. (23) 
From (19) 
Thus N(T) r\ S consists of the vectors with X E V, 
TAX E PSD, and 
T,X E (RI)*. (24) 
For such vectors TAX = 0 since otherwise tr CX < 0 by (23), contra- 
dicting (24). 
Therefore 
N(T)nS= /tTiJ :XM(T,J; 
is a subspace, completing the proof for the special case p = 4 = 1. 
For the general case, the only modification needed in this proof is changing 
Tand Sto: 
T= 
and 
T All 
t 
T,,, .a. TAl, -I 
T  ‘491 TA,, *** TA,~ 
-I 
T Cl T,, 0.. Tc, -I 
s = v x *** x V x PSD x .a. x PSD x (RI)*. 
P P 
q 
2.2. Remark. The above proof reveals that assumption (b) is used only to 
guarantee the closedness of N(T) + S, and therefore it can be replaced by 
Assumption (b’): N(T) + S is closed. 
The following example shows that assumption (b’) is weaker than assump- 
tion (b). 
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EXAMPLE. 
p=q=1, A =I, c = 0. 
Assumption (b) calls for a positive definite Y = 0, and therefore does no 
hold. 
However assumption (b’) does hold, since 
X 
N(T)+S= 2x lo ! :XEV +VxPSDx(RZ)* 0 
is closed. 
= V x V x (RI)* 
3. LYAPUNOV TYPE THEOREMS 
This section applies Corollary 1.4 to Hermitian matrices, by choosing S, ! 
Ss and T, in Corollary 1.4, to be 
and 
S, = PSD, S,=PSD or V 
where 
T(X) = $, diiAiXAjB 
id-1 
(dij) = D = DH 
(25: 
(26) 
and A, , A, ,..., A, are simultaneously triangulable, i.e. there is a nonsingular 
matrix Q such that 
Q-‘&Q =Bi = 
$4 
0 Ap 
. . 
. . 
. 
0 . . . 1 , (i = l,..., s). (27) 1 
This operator T was studied, using different methods, by Hill [9]. It includes 
as special cases the: 
(i) ~yapuncw operator T(X) = AX + XAH, [l] 
(ii) Stein operator T(X) = X - CXW, [14] 
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and 
(iii) Schneider operator T(X) = AXAH - i CiXCiH 
i=l 
where A, C, ,..., C, are simultaneously triangulable, [ 131. 
The two choices of S, = PSD and S, = V, result in [9] Theorems 4 and 3. 
Because their proofs, as consequences of Corollary 1.4, are essentially the 
same, both results are combined in the following theorem, where the case 
S, = V is denoted by primed numbering of equations and by square brackets. 
The necessary condition in (b), believed to be new, is added for completeness. 
3.1. THEOREM (Hill). Let the operator T : V -+ V be de$ned by (25), (26) 
and (27), and let 
Tk = i d,,x;)j@ 
k 
(h = l,..., n). (28) 
i.j-1 
Then: 
(a) A suj%ient condition for the consistency of 
T(X) E PD, XEPD (29) 
P’V) E PD, XE V] (29’) 
pk > O? (h = l,..., n) (30) 
b?-Jk f 0, (h = l,..., n)]. (30’) 
(b) A necessary condition for the consistency of (29) [(29’)] is 
5% > 0 (31) 
[%a + 01. (31’) 
(c) If -4 3..., A, are quasi commutative (i.e. each Ai commutes with 
A,A, - A,A, , (i,j, Fz = I,..., s)) then (30) [(30’)] is also a necessary condition 
for the consistency of (29) [(29’)]. 
Proof. The consistency of (29) [(29’)] is e q uivalent, by Corollary 1.4, to 
- T*(Y) E PSD, YEPSD*Y=O (32) 
[- T*(Y) = 0, YEPSD+Y=O] (320 
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where by Lemma 0.5 
T*(Y) = f: &A~*YA~ 
i.j=l 
(a) We show that - (32) - - (30) [- (32’) a - (30’11 where N 
denotes negation. 
Let 0 # Y E PSD be such that - T*(y) E PSD[T*( y) = 01. Then 
2 = (zii) z QHYQ satisfies 0 # 2 E PSD e.g. ([lo], p. 84) and 
G = (gij) = QHT*(Y)Q = i &B,HzB~ 
i.j=l 
satisfies - G E PSD [G = 01. 
Let k be the first integer for which zkk > 0. Then the first (k 
and columns of 2 are zero (since 2 E PSD) and 
- 1) rows 
-- 
g,, = i d&N% 
k kk = vkzkk * 
i.j-1 
Therefore: 
(b) Let X be a solution of (29) [(29’)]. Then 
W = Q-‘XQ-H E PD[ W E V] 
and 
F = Q-lT(X) Q-H = i dijBi WBjH E PD 
i.j=l 
(c) Assuming quasi-commutativity we show 
i, (31) =+- - (32) [- (31’) + N (3271. 
Since A, ,..., A, are quasi-commutative, so are AIH,..., ASH. Thus for every 
k=l ,..,, fl there exists a common eigenvector uk such that ([7]) 
AiHuk = @u k (i = l,..., s). 
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Now 
and 
0 # ukukH E PSD (k = l,..., n) 
-- 
T*(ukukH) = i dijX;‘X)ej’u,u,H = ‘~,&u,~. 
i,i-1 
Therefore for any k = l,..., n: 
rpk < 0 a - T*(u,Q) E PSD * - (32) 
[cpk = 0 a T*(u~,~) = 0 3 - (32’)]. 0 
The relation of this theorem to the inertia theorems of Lyapunov [l], 
Stein [14], Schneider [13], Ostrowski and Schneider [ll], and Taussky [16] 
is discussed in [9]. 
If the matrix D has exactly one positive eigenvalue, and S, = PSD then 
more can be said about the operator T: 
3.2. THEOREM. Let T be as in Theorem 3.1 where D has exactly one positive 
eigenvalue. Let yk be dejined by (28). Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) The system 
T(X) E PD, XEPD 
is consistent. 
(b) T is nonsingular and 
T(X)EPD 3 XEPD 
(C) vk>o, (k=l,..., n). 
Proof. Follows a theorem of Carlson ([9] p. 139) and a lemma of Schnei- 
der ([13] Lemma 1). 0 
This theorem was proved by Schneider ([13] Theorem 1) for D = (1 ---I) 
and by Taussky [17] for the Lyapunov operator. The equivalence of (a) 
and (c) was shown by Hill ([9] p. 140). Remark 3 in ([9] p. 141) follows 
from (b). 
3.3. EXAMPLE. This example shows that Theorem 3.2 is not valid for 
matrices D with more than one positive eigenvalue, even if the matrices 
A i ,..., A, are quasi-commutative: 
1 0 
D=. 1> i 1 4 = (:, ;) > A, = (:, -4). 
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Here A, and A, commute (A, = All), but 
T(X) = T c 2) = A,XAIH + AJAIa 
satisfies (a) and (c), and does not satisfy (b) if a # 0. 
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